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Unlocking Your Magic
Video 2:

Unlocking your magic implies something is locked away

Your magic is locked away and not expressed in the world through conditioning

In Personal Mastery you can express your magic

Divine Spark is within and that Divine spark also relates to Spirit

The Divine Spark in us and in Spirit is not a separate relationship

We are a part of the conscious Universe contrary to what we have been taught

The intelligence of the Universe or Spirit is within us already and that’s the magic

When we unlock the magic within, we reignite the flame within us and a  
partnership with Spirit

In Personal Mastery you are saying that you’re making a conscious commitment to 
unlock your magic and to experience it as you connect to the Universe

How? Through using Oracle Cards to become the person that experiences the intended 
unique, authentic and inspired life

Why? Automatically step into a partnership with Spirit when we unlock our magic
Separated ego desires see us believing we must move forward in a linear way which cuts 
us off from the magic

The way we tune in to our magic is through our intuition

Learn to trust our intuition and become more confident through working  
with Oracle Cards on a daily basis

As we work with the Oracle Cards, following the questions in Personal Mastery,  
different doorways open up
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2 cards - New Life and Serendipity

New Life - stretch beyond the confines of the egg

Egg represents conditioning, beliefs and ideas about ourselves and through  
which we grew

Card is inviting us to break out of the egg and stretch beyond the  
conditioning to a new life

Serendipity - synchronicity is engaged immediately when we open our connection to the 
Universe and come into partnership with it, so that things start to happen in our life 
that we didn’t make happen

Our part is to do the legwork of getting to the core of our magic and our capacity to have 
deliberate intentions

Spirit will take care of the ‘how’

If we take one step towards the Gods, they will take ten steps towards us

We think we have to do all the leg work

Reality is we have to show up and do the small things, like chop wood and carry water, to 
stretch out of our egg, and then Spirit acts on our behalf in partnership with us for our 
benefit
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
In this video, the meaning of Unlocking Your Magic was discussed. Our partnership with 
the Universe and our tuning into Divine energy all the time was highlighted. Two cards, 
New Life and Serendipity were discussed.


